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Hello darlings 

It is day 142 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today I would like to encourage 

you to use all the colours in your 

rainbow. 

You are a unique individual and 

nobody exists on earth who is exactly 

like you.  

You have come here to experience 

your unique, incredible genius and this 

is your experience alone, nobody else 

can imitate it or have your experience. 

You may look around you and 

experience extreme comparitinitis. 

That terrible disease that dims your 

light because you see others as being 

better than you, more accomplished 

or more special than you are. 

Well darling you need to put that nonsense in the garbage where it belongs, 

because that’s exactly what it is, garbage. 

I understand that society is constructed in such a way that comparitinitis is a 

disease we develop and carry from childhood, but today is the day to take the 

antidote and heal yourself. 

Growing up, I would always sing the Sunday school song whenever you see a 

rainbow remember God loves you. It is based on the bible verse where after the 

floods in the time of Noah God made a covenant with Noah to never again 

destroy the earth with a flood.  

I have always been filled with wonder at the idea that the sun can fall upon a 

body of water and create such an amazing spectacle. I think whether you have 

the same cultural reference as I do or not, whenever you see a rainbow, you too 

are filled with a sense of awe, wonder and hope. When a rainbow appears in the 

sky people take a moment to gaze upon its beauty, often feeling disappointed 

when it fades from view once more. 

Isn’t that amazing, that a reflection of light can have such a powerful effect on us. 

Yet it does.  

Now just take a moment to imagine that all the colours of the rainbow decide they 

don’t want to show up together. Imagine if the primary colours, red, yellow and 

blue decided to hell with you lot, where not playing along any more. A rainbow 

quite literally would not exist. 
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Take a moment to imagine that orange didn’t want to belong to the rainbow 

because it believed that red and yellow were more special. Alternatively, perhaps 

green became frustrated with being dependant on yellow and blue and it got the 

sulks and wouldn’t come out to play. Perhaps indigo had visions of grandeur 

believing itself more superior to all the other colours and decided to separate itself 

and form a solitary beam of light alone. Maybe yellow decided that it was tired of 

being taken advantage of or being so underrated.  

What an absolute catastrophe, I am sure you will agree. 

However, we often re-enact this catastrophe in our lives when we don’t use all of 

whom we are to shine brightly and bring love, hope and joy to others. Did you 

notice that I said all of who we are, that means EVERYTHING!  

Each of us is glorious rainbows. We are radiant energy wanting to be experienced 

at its greatest potential. The fullness of who we are is not complete if we see 

ourselves as unworthy, unloving, undesirable. Not every rainbow is the same, 

remember that and yet each rainbow is glorious. Therefore, wherever you are in 

the world today, please use all the colours in your rainbow, come out, and play. 

Live your life fully and shine.    

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


